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J50 Saudi Arabia sales company case  Regarding the fault of the diaphragm tear

□Cause of occurance:Due to keeping materials (for about eight weeks) after refining, the vulcanization which is a

chemical reaction was promoted and the rubber which was vulcanied earlier has been mixed in material (as
When a diaphragm was fabricated with this material, there is the rubber which vulcanized earlier at edge portion

(where stress is applied most), and it resulted in the tear with there as a trigger in the market, and resulted in

faults, such as poor brake operation and whistling noise.
: The validity of the cause of occurance is confirmed by  FTA of a manufacture supplier, the visit check on 6/27,
: TRW checked the following at a supplier visit, and judged that there is no problem.
・Investigation result of diaphragm crack
・Narrowing down of a fault generating factor (precure rubber/environment/the size of diaphragm/ thickness etc.)
・mechanism to  a precure rubber generating mechanism which precure rubber remains as a part of diaphragm
・ the countermeasure, and a situation
・the process control method

□Measure:Shelf life 8 weeks -> 4 weeks  Shorten a storage term, and avoid the risk of a chemical reaction.
The measure effect check: The material and the product after a week are cheked after shelf life 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
Verification plan: 8/20?8/24 The verification for eight weeks will be completed.

□Multiple: we will request the supplier to recover all the claim parts and investigate so that reliability may be

increased more although Weibull shows frequent occurrence nature based on the track record checked eight sets

□Integrated view: The cause of precure rubber (prevulcanization) is a chemical reaction, and we can be reduced

the occurance of precure rubber by adjusting scorching time (time until vulcanized).
The rate of incidence reported from Saudi Arabia is high.  It is becthat it is due to environment (high temperature)

is  and that SBR is comparatively weak with heat considers.
Moreover, although it seems that the thickness of a diaphragm also needs to take a thin point into consideration

as compared with the other company, there is no history which the similar phenomenon occured in the past.
Although the cause of generating resulting from manufacture judges that it is appropriate in this measure, if

improvement in robustness is taken into consideration, it may need to consider the change of design of a

diaphragm.
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The Molding Process

The perfect molding process would be like making In the worst case, the combination of processing 
ice cube. The rubber compound would flow very 
readily at constant viscosity in the cavity and then 
vulcanize very quickly and homogenously to yield 
uniform product.
However rubber compound is not like water. They 
are based on high viscosity polymers which

temperature and hysteretic heat initiates enough 
vulcanization that the chemical reaction, which is 
itself exothermic, starts adding to the temperature 
increase even further.

This can lead to recurrent problem in which theare based on high viscosity polymers which 
requires very substantial force and elevated 
temperature to flow.

Two characteristics of elastomers complicate the 
molding:

This can lead to recurrent problem, in which the 
cross linking due to heat raises the compound 
viscosity, which makes it more resistant to flow, 
the forced flow at the higher viscosity generates 
more heat, which then increases the rate and level 
of cross linking even further. This raises the 

-The compound viscosity is reduced as the rate of 
flow is increased by higher forces (shear thinning) 
and also by increase temperature.
-This helps the molding, facilitating the flow; but 
also make rubber’s viscosity to change due to 
restrictions of pressure drops on the flow path

g
material viscosity yet again to create still higher 
shear heating and more cross linking, until the 
materials viscosity becomes so high that the 
rubber will no longer flow at all and the final article 
is defective.
Thi i f f bb hirestrictions of pressure drops on the flow path.

- Conversely, compound viscosity starts to 
increase if the cure reaction begins prematurely, 
caused by elevated temperature of the mold or its 
part and also due heat gene used by

This is a form of rubber scorching.

In lesser instances, of this problem, the rubber 
may fill out the article, but various kinds of defects 
relating to premature cross linking (small void, knit 
lines flow marcs poor bonding) will still cause itpart, and also due heat generation caused by 

molecular friction occurring during high shear flow 
of the rubber. Forcing high viscosity fluids to flow, 
always generates some heat and the higher the 
viscosity and flow rate, the greater the heat. Any 
increase in viscosity due to premature 

lines, flow marcs, poor bonding) will still cause it to 
be rejected.

Extract of “Fundamentals of Rubber Technology”; edited 
by R.J. Del Vecchio. Published by ACS – American 

h mi l i
vulcanization prevents efficient filling of molds.

C e ca Soc ety
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Thickness control

Control properties and administration method for the mold abrasion / dimension

precision variation of the mold.

Additional contents for control plan: Measure 30 diaphragm thickness measurement

and OK confirmation every 100,000 shots

Added contents to maintenance: Measure the model inside diameter, beat in every

100,000 shots
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Particle control

of the maximum 10 particles measured (by microscope) per a diaphragm.
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保存期間、1週間と4週間のサンプルのみ 

Rev.Cは古いツール（厚い部分） 
 
Rev.Fは新しいツール（薄い部分） 

材料分析中 

材料分析中 

IDビードロックの分裂-
通常とは違う亀裂 

DOEステータスアップデート 



DOE保存期間性能 

下記は、実際の市場環境での結果ではなく加速テストでの結果を
示しており、旧ツールと新ツール間での潜在的性能を表している。 

新ツール（Rev F)は青四角 

旧ツール（Rev C)は赤丸 



保存期間1週間での推定確率 

ダイアフラム調査のDOEで
の加速テストにて、旧ツー
ル（Rev C）は新ツール
(Rev F)より不具合に至る

インプット回数で低い予測
を示した。 

対数正規基準での不具合分布仮定 

インプット回数 

加
速
テ
ス
ト
で
の
不
具
合
予
測

確
率

 



新ツール部品の在庫と発送 

ツール２での新ツール部品はTRW Santa Rosaに2012年11月23日到着 

新ダイアフラムツールでの部品は2012年11月27日にマツダ殿発送 

マツダ殿での部品受取り日は2012年12月28日 



寸法管理 

現在のTRW在庫品 
30台調査 

上記30台にて、サンプルサイズの基準偏差値を推定する為、丸99箇所でのダイアフラムの厚み調査を実施。
USLを推測するため、平均値から3つの基準偏差値を追加し、ダイアフラムの厚みを管理。 

到着サンプルの6000台から30台を顕微鏡で寸法的レイアウトの確認。 

測定方法は破壊方式で、ダイアフラムの各セクションでの厚み結果を要する。 
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Document No.:

Revision History Date Prepared Approved Comment
Revised 1

2
3
4

Date Name

Approved 2012/3/22 Adachi

Reviewed 2012/3/21 Eguchi

Reviewed

Created 2012/3/19 Metsugi/Uno

BPD-Q002-146-0003

Address :TRW Automotive Japan Corporation 
 
CX-9 Suudi Arabia 
Evaluation Result of Brake Fluid Leak from 
M/C 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Mazda Motor Corporation 
Chassis Dynamics Development Dept. 
Brake Performance Development Gr. 
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■Selection of Worst Samples

Mazda selected the worst samples with the highest decreasing ratio regarding booster output characteristics
Stratified by Leak rate and tear length and arrange the boosters in the highest decreasing ratio.

Group1: prepared for submitting samples to NHTSA (first collection)
Group2:prepared for test in Mazda(second collection)

Regarding Group2, considered overall ranking and reconsidered ouput characteristics（*1）
Detailed data is Material 3-5 Supplier Report 25 Mar 2014

TRW
Sample
identification
Nunber

Warrant
y

Return
Group

Group1
overall
ranking

1=Best ok
8=WorstNOK

Group2
overall
ranking

1=Best ok
8=WorstNO

K

*1 Group2
output

reduction
at300N
ranking
8=Worst

Leak
rate

mbar/sec

diaphrag
m

Tear
length
mm

MasterCyli
nder

pressure
Output

（bar） at
300N

Booster

output
reduction
at 300N

1 B127988 2 8 3 42.7 23 24.7 48%
2 B127921 1 8 41.2 31 11 77% ←samples submitted to NHTSA were stratified from Group1and considered Leak rate and the worst Tear length
3 B127983 2 7 8 35.5 25 12 75% ←used for test in Mazda and panneler evaluation (considered output characteristec.That is why rank 7)
4 B127916 1 7 31.8 34 12 75% ←to NHTSA
5 B127990 2 6 7 25.7 28 12 75%
6 B127918 1 6 25.4 24 18 62% ←to NHTSA
7 B127986 2 5 4 22.3 25 20 58%
8 B127985 2 4 6 17.5 30 17 64%
9 B127920 1 5 15.7 24 19 60% ←to NHTSA

10 B127925 1 4 13.3 34 19 60% ←to NHTSA
11 B127987 2 3 1 10.4 27 48 -1%
12 B127919 1 3 10.3 28 49 -3% ←to NHTSA
13 B127989 2 2 5 6.5 26 17 64%
14 B127917 1 2 3.7 23 50 -5%
15 B127984 2 1 2 0.47 23 28 41%
16 B127922 1 1 0 0 47.5 - ←Normal part
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